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KAMAU BRATHWAITE 
iflu 
f u n tllOOIXwake me out of my deep 
sleep of space just before 3 in the moming to a blame-
less sky through my window, the BBC still on in the room & I 
heard Mora Singh (didn't catch her name right) giving a 
chrystal clear picture of a Brittanico-lndian actress' blues 
on Meridian (she mentioned Bob Marley in a quiet passion 
of words embracing her history & went on, as crystal & 
clear as the night, as I say, to describe the moment when 
her parents became real/real to her & when she, be-
cause of this, moved from 'invisible' to visibleShe had been 
away from home - had left home during a vacation, in 
fact, against her parents wishes - they had wanted her to 
spend that 'precious time' with them but she had gone off 
with an actors goulp where for the first time she was able 
to enjoy a real variety of parts playing Victorian English, 
Indian of course & Calibbean (I think she referred to a New 
York performance of a play by Caryll Phillips) & had re-
tuned to find her mother mortally ill The parents knowing 
& respecting her commitment to her art, had not informed 
her of the fatal illness of their heart, so that she was now 
back home with the shock of it, holding, feeling & suddenly 
knowing that this frail woman - her mother - was not the 
pale passive sari-wrapt stereotype failed immigrant from 
a stale wasted continent of mahatmas & maharajahs, 
three-storied bejewelled elephants, floods & thin brown 
d/7o//starvelings, but that they - for it was both of them -
mother & father that she now be/held - were real brave 
complexities with their own compersona of root, drought, 
monsoon, bullock, sudden dust storm of darkness near 
Delhi, cup of prayer in the palm of the wayside fire 
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& in the time she had left with them, she began to asl< 
them to tell her - for the first time - about them/se/i/es & it 
all came out came out: this new real world wonderful 
people - who had always been there - not at all the 
faceless sham/ the faceless shame/ful of the schoolbooks 
who had be/come her head, her heart, her fingers'nerv-
ous consciousness, trying to be invisible to others all 
those adolescent years - head down, back slooped, fling-
ers in the cupboard of her pockets - trying to be like - & 
be liked by - the white bullies of the neighbourhood etc 
etc etc & so shame when her mother take her hand & 
forward to the playground one time to face dem down & 
all this our own story, told & heard year after year after 
year, generation after generation, it seems, without 
cringe, without change, without charge, without hope, 
even if in differing accents, timbres, tunes of the Third 
World's ios & 
yet-perhaps-there was a change - sign- chance -
hope - like the sky through the head of my window sudd-
enly awake in the eye of the moon - because 
the -Voice of a u t h o r i t v 
if not of Hopi Indians - but perhaps, though - some sort of 
Hope - was 'allowing' this, had read it in manuscript, in 
typescript, in superscript, had checked it out in their 
editors' rooms with Mrs Thatcher's mandates pinned to the 
breasts of their green baize walls & were sending it out -
transmitting is the usual word - in this criss clear late 
summer air with only the full moon watching, listening, 
perhaps even waking me up - who knows - to hear what 
Mora was saying & 
tuning my head when the story was done, like at the slowly 
end of a dream, I wished some luck of silver to the 
lune/when I see, in that bright totally unexpected clear. 
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shining more briiliant than any cloudless sky - shining in fact 
without any competition of pleiades or other shape of star 
that midnight morning full moon sl<y so bright so bright, no 
other beam, I say, could shine into my eye -1 see. I say -
those two - so bright - these travellers of light - size of a pin-
head - two heads really - like magnified to the brightness 
of a star - two stars really - side by side 
meteors 
& there was this long long brilliant blaze or tail or trail be-
hind them in its haze of light, at first of equal length, it 
seemed, & equal width, quietly quietly humming towards 
the moon, their double wails of silence streaming back-
wards from their twinned unblinking eye & double nucleil 
across the moonlight brightness of the sky across my Aug-
ust window, my own eye following & following across the 
twenty hundred thousand miles or more of sky until I 
couldn't see its end above the roof & blocked-out sky & 
couldn't get the window open up to look out from its 
square of dark because it had this Harvard wire mesh 
pieshed in in front its sash of glass like in the Ancient Trop-
ics 
so that you couldn't open it up & push your head out as 
you could, say, in Italy or India or the Caribbean & perhaps 
even from the BBC's 
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JBtoaircasiiit̂  Jjous« 
in summer, I don't know, but I could Imagine Inow it stretch-
ed across my sl<in how many many miles & more 
& so I decided that when IVIeridian done - & they were 
now talking about experimental work in drama at this 
year's Edinburgh ('Edinburough', 'Edinboro') Festival es-
pecially an Italian director's Macbeth which had been 
produced in like three living volumes - venues - the 
theatre, then somewhere else - can't remember where 
because my mind was now so torn by now by the sky & the 
happenings up there & wondering how many people 
people were seeing it that time of summer night & I 
guess that by now someone must have phoned the 
police & the newspapers - some one always seems to 
phone the po//ze/& i<iooi< i<iool< l<iool< l<iooi< - klook in 
the sky - you can't miss its iong swift blowing desert by 
the moon 
& there was like this spearhead of light just behind that 
double star & helix pointing at the moon 
s 
that while IVIeridian was still on & talking about the third 
venue - an island in the Firth of Forth, I think it was & how 
the vision of the Bridge - over the Firth - isn't that one of the 
great bridges of the world? of the Industrial Revolution? of 
the Modem World? though not part of the scenario - was 
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somehow like port of it - the play - the theatre - inc -
orporated into the very Festival's Palatinate & Palatino 
celebration of Shakespeare's ecosse Scotland - the Is-
land itself, somewhere out there beyond even the star-
crossed wavelengths of the BBC Where the Norweyan 
banners flout the sky & where the water must have been 
very cold, murky even, from the 'dour colour of the stone' 
out of which it comes, spawning brown hook-mouth trout 
& Nessies welcomes us with fires on the water - like mem-
ories against the glaze & avalanches of the Ice Age - the 
fires burning on the music of the water & along the water's 
edge with V Z V W S Jt^CJUim & version of the play/the 
radio was saying & all against the background - back-
drop, really - of a 'fantastic sunset' -
& all against the frontdoor/window of these meteors 
across the foreground of my forehead & how one trail was 
shorter now & fainter & less broad than was the other - or 
was it my imagination - no - one trail or tail was shorter 
now, more 'junior-like' - or so it seemed - though both -
they kept their equal diamant 
& with the wooden quadrants of my window, I could 
judge how fast how fast they moving - though you know 
how it is with things in the sky - even aeroplanes in certain 
places, certain times, seem to fly in the same spot forever 
& of course, at first, when I opened my eyes & saw the 
sky, it was a plane - no - two planes - flying there near & 
next to each other, side by side, with two white navigation 
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lights on. bright & probabiv going in to land at Logan Air-
port with their two long slipstreams behind them at that 
time of cold & colour in the sky 
& I was listening for the sound of their engines though 
at that height you probably wouldn't hear them & at that 
angle & as I said, they seemed to be moving so slowly that 
it seemed sometimes they did not move at all 
& why were they so close together - that was very 
unusual xcept for the showing-off sessions at airshows 
& it was only then that I realized - recognized - that 
these were no o/r//nes but what the sky-fi books call 'inter-
planetary visitors' - which perhaps is why they were so 
bright so swift & seemingly unmovingly together - two very 
near & distant planets moving at terrific rush through 
space & not towards the Logan Airport but the moon 
& I could see that - see them - feel them - almost hear 
them - guaging their curve of movement from the wood-
en quadrants of my window 
& was getting anxious to get up get out out of bed 
out of the warm & dream of the room & be out out out 
side on the side/walk & into the red/world, as it were, so 
that I could look up at like the real/sky. not just the sky 
through the head of my window & I knew I couldn't go on 
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listening & listening to Meridian though I wasn't really 
listening & could see from the square little black watch 
that I kept waiting by my bed near the radio that it was still 
four 
minutes to go before 
3:00 
in the morning 
before Meridian ended 
bu suppose something happened before that 
like the "phenomenon' stopped - though I didn't think, 
from my xperience, that sidereal (as distinct IrorDsurrealisf) 
events, taking place so many millions of light years away, 
hardly ever suddenly 'stopped' as easily as brakes, say, or 
balancing acts or castles of cards in the air - I mean it was 
not like a cracker or the carnival at Carnaveral or star 
light that you held in November fingers, their sharp little 
flickers of diamond teeth snapp/ing like harmless against 
your feast 
& 
yet - yet - you couldn't be sure 
I mean you could imagine the mmmmmmmmmm & 
speeeeeeed of the limitless power of these star-war 
perhaps even star-weary meters of light enter/ing into the 
land/scape of our continent 
but there wasn't any f/c^there/there wasn't any 
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noise 
in their engines 
& that i reailze. was the difference between 'earthly 
things' or Mings' lii<e the blacl< digitai beside my bed & 
'things In other dimensions' like fish in their author or listen-
ing to dreams or watching that double-headed all-lit-up 
'heavenly body' rushing towards the floodlid lands of the 
clouds around the Harvard moon 
& why was I using all these big words like sidereal & 
quotidian & surrealist Si. quinquenoctial which I didn't even 
know In the dream & can't even spell & I mean what's 
going on 
because normally when you see the moon you wish & 
wonder if your loved one or loved ones are seeing it too & 
when I opened my eyes from the dream & I ttioughit of 
you too 
but as soon as I saw these space-wrecked glaciers it is as 
if it was a private show & something confined to the sky of 
my room & I wondered why be/cause if the moon could 
be seen all over the world & that same moon had been 
seen even before by people in India & Bangladesh & the 
BBC or wherever the summam came from before it 
reaches us from over the horizon of time/zones or what/ 
ever -
then surely all over the world they would be seeing these 
meteors too or hearing them in their hearts But we it 
seems - have never been able to share comets or 
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meteors or shooting stars - not even aurora borealis - or 
the sun for that matter - xcept in eclipse - or in 'temperate 
zones' in 'very good weather' - when you come to thinl< of 
it-
in the way we share the moon 
bu these meteors, these other, outer, uttar visitors. 
these reaWysfrangers - perhaps even daggers or 
'dangers - as In Macbeth - xcitements unexpected, too 
siientiy intense to share 
something perhaps to do with the heavens - or heaven - & 
how it tal<es us out of the our sieeves -1 don't realiy l<now 
or understand - but I know that i was getting increasingly 
impatient with Meridian for not finishing - as if Time would 
never come to an end - & - yes - I began to worry -
despite my earlier ?cool & what after all if the meteors 
finish before Meridian done! 
^ l i z v (la^ I t k « appeared so easily out of my sleep 
& there had been no war or warning about them not even 
a whisp or whisper of prediction upon the cloudless 
weather forecasts though as soon as I had opened my 
eyes to the moon I remembered one guy - a slim brown 
skin smiling TV whetherman - though all witherpeople on 
TV (can't remember seeing a woman In any of my dreams) 
seemed required - or requested - certainly determined -
to smile, to be 'happy', to be up-beat - 'up-market' as 
they saying now 8c some carry on carry on as if they was 
maniacs 
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& remember this fore/caster not because of his cast 
but because he was the one who quipped bacl< fast to 
one of his (white) coiieagues on one of the Networl<s who 
was trying a ting - one of those iime-iame improvize joi<es 
at the end of the News? 
it was iii<e 
8.8.88 
the day Fergie's daughter was born & the Americans as 
usuai had gone ga-ga {Queen TimePeople Enquierer etc 
etc) & were giving 'The Event' as much airtime as baseball 
or anti-tartar toothpaste & they had pronounced her 
name - IVlary Elizabeth Beatrice Alexandria - a whole long 
dynasty of forebearers & how after all that she would 
probably be known as B & this clown was saying that if she 







when our brown skin spay come right bacl< 
box 
without blacksing a eye 
with 
wasp only a V V V l ^ l ^ could say 
something like dot 
so no wonder I remember this guy & im forecast a few 
weeks ago about A Big Bermuda High & Fuli IVIoon Tonight 
etc etc 
but no hint of comets -
so that - who knows -1 was perhaps witnessing something 
out of the xtraordinary & i almost switched on the radio 
the one in my living room/working room/waking room 
not the one next to my bed that was still playing Meridian 
to see If there was any news - though the media, I notice 
with perhaps the xception of Awesome Welles & some o 
the builders of the 
pyr A mids 
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hardly ever caught up with anything out of the until weii 
after the event - unless of course they had themselves 
perdicted it or publicized it - like an eclipse or the alpha-
bets of hurricanes or Haley's (Halley's) Comet 
& so I thought I better get up & put on some clothers 
& get out & see for meself since I didn't want to miss 
what/ever was happening out of the xtraordinary high up 
above the casement of my house 
& in anycase, I said to myself, why should I be giving 
priority to something inside the radio or radar of my head 
when something 'raw' was happening outside in the sky -
or was it outside of the sky - & I couldn't really sit waiting & 
waiting for the last four minutes of Meridian to finish when I 
wasn't even listening & I could dress in the meantime & in 
the end I didn't even hear the end of programme even 
though from like the eye-corner of my ears I could hear 
them going on about jazz & jazz festivals & matching or 
marching bands like in New Orieans 
though this was still the Edinborough Festival & as I was 
leaving the apartment I heard them saying that after the 
News there was going to be some more music this time 
some Indian music no not by Ravi Shankar but by a name 
beginning like Shif 
but as the BBC's General Overseas Service seems to en-
joy saying -
just when you are getting interested & settling down into 
yvhat they are doing so well - though by this time I had 
stooped listening even though I had been trying - as you 
must have noticed - to do both things at once & there 
must be a moral or miracle in there some time soon -
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this 
transmission is now closing & listeners in Aus-
tralasia 
where I am sure there are many - don't their flags have 
plenty stars in their sky Sk not crowded & set out in order 
rows like in the United States of America - should noW 
turn or tune so monv thousa 
& at one time I used to try to see if I could get these 
palaces on that same little computerize Sony I had been 
listening to Meridian on but nothing ever came out but the 
RL static I suppose of Australasian stars by now I was 
Rl RL through the door down the steps down the 
Ri RL steps through the street V - ^ back down onto the 
earth of the pavement in front & below my apart/ment & I 
looked up at the sky & saw nothing nothing nothing there 
& but swirling clouds like on Creation Morning V - ^ so I 
thought that it must be over the house especially since the 
night was getting like cloudy okay? so I crossed over to 
the other Nile of the street -1 suppose it was - though I 
can't be sure anymore & there was nothing there neither -
neither moon nor sizzling stars as if they had swallowed 
& each other it was only then that I knew that when I 
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had first come out of the house & looked anxiously up from 
the somewhat unsteady feet of the pavement x/pecting 
to see all that light, the wonder of comets of morning, the 
miles & miles of its trail across a sky so whitened & brilliant it 
could make you blind 
that I had seen like between myself & the sky like an 
empty pooL dryly & like drably jutting out of my dream as I 
crossed slowly back to my side of the pavement my flat 
face staring up into the dark empty space - no - yes -1 
hadn't been wrong - of a flagpole - a long steel metal 
flagpool jutting out from the front of the apartment above 
me - above mine - had never noticed it before - but the 
building apposite had one too & on the 4th of July I had 
seen an ever patriotic - even dutiful - Stars & Stripes 
draped proudly & flying from it - next to the doll of a small 
naked legba or girl that some lampooning lamposting 
student had guillotined there on that crossroads of space, 
climbing & clambering outer & onto his life & his limbo, it 
seems, to achieve 
& it was only then that I began to confirm - in a way I 
began to conform -that that whole night through, rused 
from my dreams by the now absent moon. I had been 
looking at light thrown onto the sky not from the whisper of 
plumets that had opened my eyes, not even from radio 
fires on the distant island of Skye - but from the everyday 
light of the everynight streets re/flected upon that flag-
pole of white/steel & that that everyday light, catching 
the tips of the pool had created those close two gemini 
stars in my head & that that short thinner staple behind 
them had burnished the speartip of light 
& that the main body & shaft of that banner of night, 
indented & cleft along its long length like the balancing 
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muscles or scales on either side of your spine, were the 
two simple ropes of the hclvard dividing itself in the sky into 
that doubling stream of the snal<e of the universe flowing 
with counterless stars towards the black hole of the 
moom 
yet as I sit here this morning trying to wrestle these words 
back to dream I look across at there isn't a doll at the end 
pf that halyard not even a pool or a flagpole jutt- ing out 
from the night of the building; only a red rusty bracket or 
crayfish of metal with a large caterpillar or little dead 
tadpole or flesh playing down from its fetish or totem on a 
slowly dwindling wire or sing as if I had witnessed a 
midnight Meridian too crowded too distant too tundra & 
cowl & too glitter & cold for any memo or saving or sense 
of what we call carifas - charity - love as I 
pen my eyes from the deep sleep of space & hear in the 
silence that follows the rqin or the passage of stars or 
IVIeridian pain, Shif Kumar Sharma & HariPersad Charvarsia, 
praying their morning raga 
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The Private Landscape of Meaning 
or the Public Landscape of Politics: 
Stephen Gray Interviews 
Dan Jacobson 
There is at this present time in South Africa [September 1985] such a thirst 
for people who have positive things to say about the past. Have you returned 
in our hour of crisis to do so? 
The things I have to say about the past in my recent autobiography. 
Time and Time Again, are not all positive. The book is not a rosy one 
about my own past, or indeed the country as a whole. How can any 
life looked at backwards be rosy in hue? As far as the crisis is con-
cerned: it is clearly a chronic one, though it has spells of greater or 
lesser intensity. It's a running illness whose end I don't see. I think the 
patient is changing character at the moment very rapidly, but I certainly 
don't feel that the illness is abating. 
As for the book, it is on the whole a rather private and domestic and 
intimate one. When I say 'private' I don't mean that i fs inaccessible at 
all to the reader. On the contrary, I would wish the experiences of 
childhood and boyhood, and of early manhood and later manhood, that 
it describes to be those which everybody can recognize quite readily. 
At the same time many of those experiences, though not all, took 
place within the framework of the kind of society we have in South 
Africa. That framework is rendered in the book so far as i fs necessary 
for it to be rendered. I was not concerned to make it 'relevanf in the 
way in which a lot of the media demand everything be relevant now-
adays. I don't apologize for this - on the contrary - but the combination 
of the crisis and of the book, and of my being here to promote it, has 
meant that people link these three things together in a very brisk way, 
or are inclined to do so. So part of the time I have to be saying 'Well, 
i f s not like thaf. And not only here I may say: some of the responses 
the book has drawn in England have been of a 'How dare I?...' variety. 
How could I write a book much of which is set in South Africa, about 
South Africa, and which doesn't answer to the reviewers' sense of the 
South African situation? They know what writing out of South Africa 
and about South Africa must look like, and this book failed to meet 
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their expectations. Well, hard lines... this book is an autobiography - an 
episodic autobiography - it is about some of my deepest memories. 
These are what my deep memories are, and I am not going to be told 
by anybody that: a) Those are not my deep memories, and b) I have no 
business to write about them. 
Can we talk a little about the formal aspects of the work? Would you call it 
a memoir? 
I suppose memoir would be a suitable word, except that in this piece, 
as in all the pieces, I did try to make them rather more narrational 
somehow - if that word makes sense - than the term 'memoir' implies. 
In other words, a memoir is something almost like a piece of crochet 
work that you can pick up and put down, whereas I wanted these to 
be like stories. However, articulating what I was up to came at a later 
stage. At the time I was working on this piece, I wasn't even all that 
far into it - and I suddenly thought: you know, this is the way it could 
be done. Why think of an autobiography as sequential and complete? 
Why not do it in these episodes of great intensity, or what I hoped 
would be episodes of great intensity, one after the other, and then put 
them together in chronological form, and then let them, as it were, 
speak to each other within the book? I must say almost immediately, 
having thought of this, I had one of those experiences which all writers 
have - alas, I have them all too rarely - when ideas simply came for-
ward, pleading to be dealt with, one after the other. It was a kind of 
creative élan, really, that took hold of me. I f s embarrassing to talk in 
these terms, because in the end it's the reader who has to decide 
whether there was a genuine creative élan there, not me. But all I can 
say is what it felt like. And, you know, when that happens to you you 
are very grateful, you go on, you seize the opportunity, you ride on the 
wave ... or whatever other formulaic phrase one might wish to use in 
this connection. Another point is that this was a way of writing about 
South Africa. 
Why? 
Because in fact I haven't written about South Africa, certainly not in 
fiction, for something like twenty years. It's twenty years since I wrote 
The Beginners, and my later books have not been South African. They've 
not even been in the mode in which I wrote when I was writing about 
South Africa, which is a straightforward, naturalistic one. 
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So you were returning to that first mode? 
Yes, but in a different, directly autobiographical manner. So not only 
was I writing short stories, I was also writing again about South Africa; 
about the South Africa I knew. You see, one reason why I previously 
couldn't go on writing fiction about South Africa was that I simply felt 
I was too far from it, I wasn't intimate enough with it. This was the 
consequence of having picked myself up and gone elsewhere. But the 
South Africa which appears in this book couldn't be more intimate than 
it is, because it is the South Africa of my childhood. I f s the one I know 
best. 
Of course we mustn't distort the book in talking about it: much of it 
is set in London. One aspect of this return to the story-like form, I've 
no doubt, is that it also enabled me to write about London in a particu-
lar way. 
Can one say that what emerges from this is your major theme of the bi-polarity 
of your life - the London life, the South African life? 
Well, I suppose the two states in a way could be generalized as the 
provincial and the metropolitan. This is an obvious way of looking at 
it. The South Africa which appears in the book is particularly provin-
cial, because, living in Kimberley as we did, we felt ourselves to be in 
the provinces vis-à-vis Johannesburg, which was the nearest big city and 
which was the place where almost all the members of my parents' fam-
ily were. There we were without any family, immediate family, near kin, 
in Kimberley, which was a small town and a kind of abandoned town. 
So one really felt oneself, growing up as a child, to be at a remove. 
Now, those feelings of isolation, of being at a remove, were in a curi-
ous way re-enacted when I went to London. I didn't have family there, 
but I had, one might say, a culture there, or I came into a culture, 
which I had been experiencing always at a remove. All this is one ver-
sion of the standard provincial-metropolitan experience; of the ambi-
tious young man from the backveld going into the big city and seeking 
his fortune. This is what I was doing. I see it now and I saw it as a 
young man. London was a confrontation with an immense city, an im-
mense past, an immense culture and an immense social pyramid - or 
social set of snakes and ladders - which it would be something to try 
to negotiate in whatever terms one could, and given whatever talents 
one had, or hoped one had or wished one had or told oneself one 
might possibly have. 
However, the polarity between the province and the metropolis can 
be seen in another but quite closely related way. I f s the polarity be-
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tween childhood and adulthood. Because I've spent my childhood in the 
one place and my adulthood in the other, and so these two territories 
become also the territories of time, so to speak. 
There's a built-in situation of childhood dependency in the far-flung ex-colonies, 
and of maturity and sophistication and adulthood in the place where you were 
an adult. 
Yes, yes I would accept that. The maternal figure of the ancient culture 
was also that of the ancient ruler of the countries in which we grew up. 
The Kimberley I describe in the book was one in which we were 
brought up to believe that we were sons of the Empire and all that 
stuff, and it was there in London where Big Ben chimed and Churchill's 
voice orated that grown-up events took place... 
Do you view that double personality as a strength or an inhibition? 
I find it very difficult to imagine myself having become a writer had 
I stayed in South Africa. This is the irony of it. This sometimes strikes 
people as being paradoxical or even perverse, but it is what I feel. 1 
know for myself, in myself, that it was really quite imperious, my wish 
to get away and to go and live in England. 
Was that because the scene was stagnant here, or to gain a perspective? 
I don't know. It was partly because I disliked intensely the political dis-
pensation which had come into existence here and which was clearly 
going to be inmiovable for a long time. (And which now appears to 
have started crumbling from within.) I hated it, it depressed me. I 
couldn't see myself spending my Ufe struggling against it, because I've 
never wished to be involved in public life, in political life. Basically I 
just found it very depressing, the whole prospect of it. On the other 
hand I had already been to England, and I had liked it, and I'd felt 
liberated by it, and I'd responded to the sense of historical depth and 
of social depth - of a social complexity very different in kind from the 
social complexities we have here. 
Do you feel on this visit you have found a South African readership? 
I have been pleased, touched, and surprised to find that my work 
somehow hadn't - as I'd assumed - sunk beneath the horizon of every-
body's consciousness here, and that people knew of it. They know more 
of the earlier work, obviously, which is explicitly South African in 
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nature, but something of the other work, too. And they have spoken 
about it with great warmth and interest. 
You were very outspoken in the '60s and '70s about the direction of the 
modem novel Is it dying; no, it's not dying, it's assuming new forms. What 
do you feel about this relationship within yourself, your own personal develop-
ment as a novelist? 
The naturalistic mode still has great vitality. Critics - perhaps myself, 
too, when I've written critically - are always inclined to say this has 
had its moment, we have a new moment now and hence need a new 
mode. But things are not that neat, ever. Writers should not necessarily 
attend to these pronouncements. For myself, though, I did feel a kind 
of irresponsibility in not writing about South Africa which I was glad 
to exploit. By that I mean that South Africa as a subject seemed to 
press on one in two very strong ways. The first was that it had been 
relatively little written about; or rather, it was relatively little written 
about thirty, forty years ago; and therefore one had a responsibility to 
try to render its surfaces as best one could. They had a kind of appeal 
or a kind of pathos, even, that one had to respond to. They hadn't had 
their words given to them yet. And there was an obligation on anybody 
who was writing about them to do that primary task. 
Would you call that documentation and description? 
Yes. 
Cataloguing and enumeration? 
That makes it sound more cold-blooded than it is. Because it's quite a 
strong emotion you feel when you look out across the veld, the 
Northern Cape veld, and you see those tufts of grass, and the antheaps 
of a particular reddish colour, and a wire fence. And those little pieces 
of wire which are like rings on the strands of the fence. I don't know 
what it is in the process of fence-making that produces them. The wire 
runs through them and yet they are quite loose. Do you know the ones 
I mean? 
The barbs? 
No, not the barbs. This is not a barbed-wire fence we are speaking 
about. I've never written about this, or even thought about it before, 
and I don't know why I've suddenly seized on it with such passion. An 
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ordinary fence, an ordinary four-stranded fence. Obviously in the tying 
of the strands to the fence-posts there would be surplus curls of wire, 
each time, which would simply be nipped off, and then would be left 
as a ring on the strand. These always fascinated me as a kid, I've now 
realized. Sometimes there were many of them and you could run them 
all together with your fingers. 
A veld abacus. 
Yes, exactly like an abacus, exactly. 
For counting sheep... 
Well there it is. I didn't know I'd remembered these until we started 
talking about them. If I'd found your word or phrase, an abacus, or 
abacus-like rings, and described how as a boy I would send them 
hurtling from the one fence-post to the next, I would have been de-
lighted. Because if s never been described, nobody knows about it. 
Anyway, that was the one responsibility one felt in writing about 
South Africa. The other responsibility, I need hardly say, was to THE 
SITUATION with a capital T and capital S, indeed the whole thing in 
capitals. So when I say that in the other writing I've done I have felt 
a sense of escape or release or irresponsibility, I don't mean it in any 
pejorative way. Far from it. To be free of those pressures was perhaps 
to be free to attend to other, internal needs which might otherwise 
never have been known to me. 
Yes, but when one says something like the responsibility to THE SITUATION 
it implies that there are certain things you have to say and certain... 
No, that is what people often assume to be the case. I meant something 
slightly different: that it's very difficult to escape from writing about it; 
in order to show that you are a serious person, it must somehow be-
come the very theme of your work. That's really what I had in mind, 
rather than implying that you then have to adopt such and such a pol-
itical stance. 
But would you see that as a burdensome response? 
When I was no longer writing about South Africa, I discovered that I 
had felt it as something of a burden. 
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Yes, but it's a bit simplistic to... I mean some South African books are received 
in such a simplistic way, measured solely in terms of right and wrong re-
sponses to the situation. 
One mustn't be too grand about these things. If the situation is as in-
tense and as tormented and as morally complex and as humanly lacer-
ated as it is here, how can you not feel responsible towards it? 
One of your themes is memory and the selectivities of memory. You re in fact 
in Time and Time Again jumping backwards over the apartheid situation to 
a pre- or proto-apartheid state. Could you just tease that out a bit? 
You have described accurately the society in which I grew up by calling 
it a prototype-apartheid one. It was one in which race distinction was 
institutionalized; but it hadn't yet become an ideology in the way it was 
to be, and so rigidly formalized as a consequence of the ideological for-
mulation. And that is what I was writing about; I was answering to the 
facts of my autobiography: I grew up in the proto-apartheid South 
Africa. However, I would hope that what is said in the book about it 
would enable the reader to see that apartheid didn't come from no-
where. Not only in the sense that it could build on what was already 
existing, institutionally. It could also build very readily on what was 
already existing in people's minds. 
Finally, the last one, the connection between the criticism, academic activities, 
essays and the fictional side of you - do you feel the one feeds the other or are 
they separate? 
Well, I feel on the whole that they're pretty separate. Though I'll say 
this, that any writing is like any writing; in other words, that if I were 
to be writing a critical essay I would have something of the same feel-
ings of relief when it opens up, disappointment when it closes down, 
something of the same anxiety to achieve a kind of formal coherence 
or even grace, if one can use such a word about one's own work. All 
that applies to whatever you write. 
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